COMPULSORY PAPER

INDIAN ECONOMY

UNIT-I  ➤ Basic economic indicators, Sectors of Indian Economy – Primary, Secondary and Tertiary, Demographic Trends and Population policy, National Income.

UNIT-II  ➤ Agriculture – cropping pattern, Productivity, Mechanization and Green Revolution, Marketing of Agriculture Produce and Agriculture Pricing, Problems of Indian Agriculture.

UNIT-III  ➤ Economic Planning in India – Objective, Types of Plans, Planning strategy in India, X and XI Plan, Problems of Planning in India.


UNIT-V  ➤ Trends in Revenue and Expenditure of Central Govt. in India, Analysis of latest Union Budget, Problem of Rising Prices, Poverty and unemployment.
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COMPULSORY PAPER

INDIAN FOREIGN TRADE AND INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

UNIT - I

UNIT - II

UNIT - III
- Concept of Foreign exchange rate, Determination of Equilibrium exchange rate. Theories of exchange rate determination the purchasing power parity theory and the Balance of Payment theory. Factor causing changes in exchange rates, Relaties merits and demerits of fixed and flexible exchange rates, concepts of spot and forward exchange rates, convertibility of currency.

UNIT - IV
- Exchange control-meaning, features, objectives and methods of exchange control. Devaluation -- Devaluation of Indian Rupee and its impact on our economy. Free Trade versus protection, cases for and against.

UNIT - V
OPTIONAL PAPER

INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS-II

UNIT-1 ➢ Sources of industrial finance, Equity, Debt, Role and growth of major funding agencies – IDBI, IFCI, ICICI, SIDC, Commercial Banks.

UNIT - II ➢ Public Sector Industries – Objective, Growth, Shortcomings, Measures to improve working of PSU.
Small Scale Industries, Village and Cottage industries, Role of SSI in Economic Development, Problems of SSI, Govt. Policy towards SSI.


UNIT - IV ➢ Structure of Industrial Labour, Employment dimensions in Indian industries, Problems of Indian Industrial labour, Govt. Policy, Trends in Wages.

UNIT - V ➢ Growth and Current Problems of selected industries in India – Iron & Steel, Cotton Textile, Cement, Sugar, IT.
OPTIONAL PAPER

COMPUTER APPLICATION IN ECONOMICS-II

UNIT-I  Introduction to MS-Excel, electronic worksheet / spreadsheet, use of worksheet / spreadsheet, operations on spreadsheet : creating, editing / modifying, formatting, saving and printing spreadsheet, entering and formatting numbers, dates, formulas, referencing cells, single range, mixed, copying entries, auto-fill : numbers, dates, time, protecting and un-protecting sheets and cells, Moving cells, copying cell, sorting cells data, inserting rows and columns, deleting part of worksheet, changing column and row width, types of graphs, creation of graph using data on spreadsheet, graph operations : creating, cloning, modifying, formatting, changing graph type, saving and printing of graph.

UNIT-II  Introduction to Power-point, creating presentations, editing / modifying and saving slides, printing slides and handouts, moving text, tables, graphs and pictures, formatting slides, adding / changing animation, background and borders, creation of hyperlink to other slides and / or other files, adding sound, audio and video to slides.

UNIT-III  Introduction to internet and intranet, Introduction to LAN, MAN, WAN and their uses, topologies used in networking, Introduction to Internet protocols, Introduction to IP address, Introduction to e-mail and its uses, Introduction to computer viruses, spam, trojan, Introduction to Security over the network : anti-virus software, firewall, Introduction to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, Introduction to websites, web browsers and search engine.

UNIT-IV  Introduction to database management system (DBMS) : database file creation, type of files, creating, editing and saving structure of a database, modify structure of the database : rename, add or remove fields, view and edit database.

UNIT-V  List browse, append, display database file, delete, replace, recall, update and search records, closing database, printing database, seek, locate, go to record, index and sort database records, time, date, use of mathematical functions, generating and printing of report.
OPTIONAL PAPER

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND LABOUR LEGISLATION-II

UNIT-I ➢ Labour Welfare – Meaning, Aim, Scope and Classification.
Labour welfare activities done by (a) Central Govt., (b) State Govt. (c) Employer, (d) Trade Union, Problems related to Labour Welfare.

UNIT-II ➢ Social Security Measures - Meaning, Origin, Growth, Aims and Methods. Various schemes of social security in India: (a) Provident Fund, (b) Workmen Compensation, (c) Family Pension, (d) Employees State Insurance, (e) Other Schemes.

UNIT-III ➢ Trade Union – Definition, Need, Approaches, Growth and Functions, Trade Union Movement in India, Trade Union Act, 1926.


UNIT-V ➢ Manpower Planning, Education, Training and Development of Manpower.
OPTIONAL PAPER

ECONOMETRICS-II

UNIT - I ➢ Regression Analysis and Analysis of Variance. One way, two way analysis of variance.

UNIT - II ➢ Matrix Approach to Linear Regression Model. Assumptions, OLS Estimation and their properties. Interpretation of Results.


UNIT - IV ➢ Errors in variable, Test of equality between coefficient's (Gow Test) Application of LRM for estimation of Growth rate, demand function, production function.